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Abstract

The purpose of this research was to Constructional Drawing Symbol by E-Game multimedia development are to be a useful media for constructional drawing student in vocational certificate majoring civil engineering to practice and get more understanding about efficiently applying. In addition to enjoy with constructional drawing symbol game that are included three of E-courseware 1) start with content explanation and the meaning of each symbol in constructional drawing 2) The game that players have to remember the differences of each symbol because some symbols have the same meaning, but they have the other different meanings in some constructional drawing issue 3) the memorize game that players have to complete the symbol images. The researcher got a good result (3.57) of satisfied test from 40 freshmen of vocational certificate majoring civil engineering.
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1. Introduction

In Thailand Vocational certificate Educational majoring civil engineering learning and teaching, construction understanding skill is needed. Student who has learnt about how to draw and understand the construction will have more advantage than others in the way for being civil engineer. Everybody knows that the constructional knowledge, especially the symbol knowledge, is the basic knowledge for presenting the civil engineering meaning. However, learning about constructional symbol and methods for applying each kind of constructions to real situation is not easy.

It is interesting that whenever the students have free time, they always spend it for playing computer games, and from that reason the researcher try to develop the useful program in a pattern of games for teaching. The student can enjoy practicing, and also improving their knowledge. This game will motivate the student to develop the constructional drawing skill. The game will be available for students every time and everywhere that has a computer which operates beneath Microsoft Windows XP and Macromedia Flash Player.

The main purpose of constructional drawing symbol E-Game multimedia development is to improve both teaching and learning about constructional drawing and understanding to help the student enjoy learning constructional symbol. The student can guess new symbols from constructions that were set in the game. Constructional drawing symbol E-Game multimedia development
phase I was operated with freshmen of vocational certificate majoring civil engineering.

2. The Research Methods

To study about the pattern of game for teaching
To create the stories and the patterns
To create contents and exercises
To create the multimedia in the pattern of game for practicing constructional symbol usage skill from following program, Macromedia Flash 8 / Adobe Photoshop 7 / Adobe Illustrator CS.

3. The Results

The result of Constructional drawing symbol E-Game multimedia development.
The program is included with three E-courseware, one is symbol explanation, and others are game activities.
Activity 1, start with explaining the content and meanings of constructional drawing symbol.
Activity 2 memorize game, the players have to remember differences between each similar symbol, but use for different construction.
Activity 3, practicing game that the players have to complete correct answer with defined constructions. After the correct answer is put with the correct construction, the player will hear sound of clapping hand, but if the answer is wrong, the game will let players to change the answer. The game will be completed when players do every exercises, and a scoring chart will be shown.

This program is appropriated with basic constructional drawing student in vocational certificate, and each exercise has different constructional symbols.
The researcher has used this program with 40 freshmen of vocational certificate majoring civil engineering at least an hour.

- 45 percentages decided this is useful program with average point 3.92
- 44 percentages decided this game is interesting with average point 3.63
- 35 percentages decided this game is not different from other normal games with average point 3.47
- 42 percentages decided level of this game is appropriated with average point 3.57

The overall result is good with the average point 3.57 and many suggestions for development. All of them bring us to the next version of this game.

4. Discussion

The researcher supports Constructional Drawing Symbol E-Game Phase II will be developed for increasing potentials of operating and numbers of game’s style to be the media for better teaching.
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